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Slovak student´s reviews from mobility in Alemere, Netherlands:

Lenka: The project Erasmus+ brought me a lot experiences and also skills. I am

really happy that I had opportunity to met new people and learnt about their culture. 

I could see school that had different study system, so that it showed me conditional

of schools abroad. What is really unique that I could see culture no by my eyes but

by eyes of local students that knew their culture really well. Improvement in Englisch

speaking skills was also big benefit of this project. I can said that I was sometimes

forced to say something in Englisch, but this challenge moved me forward. Although

everybody was from another country, I felt as a member of big family. The day in 

Amsterdam was so perfect that I can believe that I have been there. Beautiful

buildings and canals with boats made me felt as in a fairy tale. When I had to say

goodbey, I was really sad. My host family was very nice and I felt there as part of 

their family. I really like travelling. That means I enjoyed every moment during the

project also travelling by the plane that brought me skills too. I am glad that I could

take part in the special project as Erasmus+.





Slovak student´s reviews from mobility in Alemere, Netherlands:

Lucia: I had an opportunity to by apart of the project Erasmus+. I am very 

thankful for this experience in Netherlands. It was always a country, I wanted 

to visit. The fact that I had chance to participate in project with my friends was 

even better. I also met lot of new people and made new friends. Program in 

Almere was perfect. We visited the museum, the national park and tried 

traditional sports.,  On Thursday  we were able to stay in Amsterdam for the 

whole day which was in my opinion best point of the program. We also got to 

try traditional dances.  And it was so much fun. I am very grateful for my host 

family that took care of me. To nicest girl Jeeva that was my host student and 

to her mum. Thanks to them my english improved so much. 





Slovak student´s reviews from mobility in Alemere, Netherlands:

Barbara: I think it will not surprise you but it was amazing time. A lot of new 

interesting people have come into my live for a week, some people are still 

accompanying my life, which means that I'm still in touch with some of them. 

We had a lot of fun, a lot of wonderful activities, whether we were all together 

before lunch or even in the evening when we had our own family program. 

And the language? I thought it would be a problem since I was forced to speak 

English 24 hours a day as I had no choice but it was perfectly fine on the 

contrary I improved a lot in communication and speaking. I will never forget 

this time spent with amazing people.





Slovak student´s reviews from mobility in Alemere, Netherlands:

Laura: The opportunity to be part of the Erasmus + project was absolutely 

amazing. I was given a unique opportunity to get to know their Dutch language 

and culture. One of my fondest memories of the time spent in the Netherlands 

is, when we were in Amsterdam. When I was little, we went there very often. 

When we came to Dam Square all of my childhood memories from that place 

passed before my eyes. It was a strong moment for me. I don't even have to 

talk about how wonderful my host family was. I felt at home with them. They 

really grew on me. The friends I found there are incredible. It was hard to say 

goodbye, because they have become my second family. I improved my 

communication skills, because I was forced to speak English 24/7. The time I 

spent there will forever remain one of my the most beautiful memories of my 

life.




